
USER INSTRUCTIONS

GT350 Style Hood
(15-17) V6, EcoBoost, GT

406129

Tools Required:
10mm, 15mm Sockets
Ratchet
Panel Removal Tool
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Begin by raising the hood to gain access to the under hood 
insula�on.  Remove the (15) push pins that hold the insula�on 
liner to the hood.  

Locate the  Squirter nozzles, and remove by carefully prying 
away from the hood and disconnec�ng the hose. 

Using a trim panel removal tool, remove the (5) push clips 
holding the windshield washer line to the hood. 
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Remove the (2) 15mm nuts on both sides of the hood. **Note: It 
is best to have a helper help steady the hood and remove. Also 
be sure to have a safe place to lay the hood down. 
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Remove the factory hood latch by removing the (2) 10mm nuts. Using a trim panel removal tool, carefully remove the push clips 
securing the weather stripping to the hood. Once removed, 
transfer the weather stripping and clip into place on the new 
hood. 
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Contents:
(1) Hood
(1) Hood Liner
(1) Honeycomb Insert
(9) Push Clips
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Install the hood latch to the new hood using the factory 10mm 
nuts. 

Install the honeycomb grille insert into hood slot by gently 
applying firm pressure snapping the insert into place. 

With a helper, install the hood using the factory (4) 15mm nuts. 
Be sure to properly align the hood with the body lines of the 
vehicle. You may have to repeat this a few �mes to achieve 
desired fitment. Then reinstall the windshield washer fluid line, 
and nozzles. **Note: Be careful opening and closing the hood 
when aligning for proper fitment so damage does not occur to 
the paint. 
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Install the supplied hood insula�on liner using the (9) push clips. 
Installa�on is complete. 
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